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Applications for the Planetary
Society's scholarships available
The Planetary
Society
SOURCE

Applications for !he Planetary
Society's 1993 scholarships are now
available. In !he past seven years, The
Planetary Society has awarded over
S50,OOO to outstanding high school
and college students, and has over
$5,000 in scholarships and awards
available this year.
To maintain a healthy space exploration program and manage the

~

resources of our own planet. well
trained planetary scientists and engineers must emerge from present and
future generations of students. The
Planetary Society has designed its
scholarship programs to encourage
and assist students entering !hose
fields of study. Our scholarship recipients may one day be !he researchers
and mission planners for a Mars expedition, !he astronomers who detect
planets circling distant stars, or !he
scientists who discover how to save
!he earili' s fragile ozone layer.

see Scholarships, page 4

....------------------------

Collegiate and high school students can explore !he possibilities for
economic grow!h in the 1990s during
!he Central Missouri Economics Conference to be held Friday. April 23. at
the University of Missouri-Rolla.
Daniel L. Thornton. an assistant
vice president and research economist
at !he SI. Louis Federal Reserve Bank,
will be the keynote speaker.
The conference provides "a
unique opportunity for students to interact with faculty and professionals

from the economics profession," says
Dr. Linda Manning. an assistant professor of economics at UMR and cocoordinator of !he conference.
Students and professionals will
discuss how government influences
the economy, job opportunities in the
field of economics, and !he effect of
telecommunications on the economy.
Students also have !he chance to present research papers at the conference.
In addition, high school teachers
and college faculty will hold panel
discussions on ways to stimulate more
interest in the study of economics in
high schools and to improve !he teaching of economics in high schools.
"A1!hough economics education
in secondary schools is mandated in
Missouri. !he resources for !his program have never been allocated," says
Marming. "An important goal of !he

conference is to assist high schools in
bridging this gap."
In addition, a campus tour and
banquet'will be offered.
Two o!her speakers will also
address attendees. They are:
John Blum. an economic development specialist with the U. S. Small
Business Administration' s district
office in SI. Louis. Blum also teaches
finance, economics and entrepre·
neurship in !he master of business administration program at Webster University in SI. Louis .

Phil Thompson, a chief economist for !he Missouri office of the
Public Counsel, !he state office !hat
represents !he public in public utility

see Conference, page 4

Jamie Archer named new director
of placement and co-op office
operative
training.
She was a
placement
counselor
coopera ti ve
at Southern
training at !he
III i n o i s
University of
University
Missouri-Rolla.
at
EdArcher.
wardsville
who has been
from 1988
interim director
to 1991 and
of !he program
proje c t
since September
manager of
1992. replaces
the Early
former director
School
Mari a no
Brett
I
Trujillo. Her ap- Jamie Archer, has been named the new directorof placement and Leaver Program at Lepointment took :?operative training at the University of Missouri-Rolla.
- wis
and
effect Feb. 22.
"All of !he people involved in cellor for student affairs at UMR. "She Clark Community College in
the search for a new director were has a lot of en!husiasm for !he job and Godfrey, nl.. from 1984 to 1988.
Archer holds bachelor' s and
very impressed wi!h what Jamie has great leadership capabilities."
Archer joined UMR in 1991 as master' s degrees from Eastern Illi·
done as an interim director," says
Dr. Wendell R. Ogrosky, vice chan- assistant director of placement and co- nois University in Charleston. Ill.
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:What's Up at UMR

Wednesday
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ler member
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• High &Chaol and UMR tmlSCripts required

Black History Month Program , UMR KMNR
Radio Station. All day on KMNR

elegibility for the Federal Pell Grant, (For Missouri residents only), Federal Perlcins Loan, Vni·

6:30 pm American Nuclear Soc.

Student Council Mtg./McNutt

Sponsor: National Society of Black Engineers

INTRAMURAL MANAGER 's MfG.
7:30 pm Lutheran Bible Class

8:00 pm Starfleetl Made Twain

and the Federal College Work. Srudy Program.

same

UIi

• Must be at least a half-time student

The need analysis fonn can be received outside

See Cp. White. 310 Harris Hall. for details and

7:00 pm EIT Revue Session· Mechanics 01

the froot door of the Student FinMcial Aid Office.
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March 31, 1993,
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versity Loans, Federal Stafford Loan (subsidized
and umubsidized) the Federal PLUS/SLS Loan.,
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7:00 pm CoUege Republicans 2041lS.S

Everyone is welcomel

7:00 pm Tau Beta Sigma M1g./139 a.E

6:00 - 9:00 pm InterVarsity o,ristian Fellowship
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Financial Aid
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7:00 pm Eta Kappa Nu Help Ses,ion!213 EE
. 6:30 pm InterVan.ity Christian Fellowship Mtg.

6:15 pm Blue Key Mecling/216 ME

7:00 pm Alpha o,i Sigma Meeting/139 a.E
7:00 pm Show-Me Anime/212 McNutt
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Saturday

7:30 pm Society of Mining Eng./204 McNutt

SUB Movie /104 ME

6:30 pm American Society of Civil Engineers
Mtg . ./114CE

7:30 pm Tau Beta Sigma Meetina/139 a.E

Sunday

8:00 pm Kappa Kappa Psi Meeting

5:00 pm Student Masa

6:30 pm Society of Automotive Eng./104 ME
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Comprise at least two-thirds of the current Aids cases.(l)

many having over 1,000.(3)

Before you dismiss these statements as the .ravings of another right-wing
fanatic, please check the sources of this data.
I wallt to make it clear that I am not suggesting violent acts
agail)st
homosexual.s. However, I donot wl\Ilt hpmosexu ality to bec.PlTle a cOIl}Jll.
on ,aI\G .
encourage d aspect of our society, partially because the above mentioned
reasons.
AIDS is a killer. It is not politically correct: or prejUdice. It kjn'S w.ithoutconcern for how the victim contracted the disease. If we as a society
are willing
to ban a behavior like cigarette smoking in certain areas due to the
effects of
second hand smoke; shouldn't we also protect innocent people from
the effects
of others sexual behavior?
My great-uncle died March fourth (less than three weeks ago) from-AIDS
;
he was a praticing homosexual. When the family found out about his
disease we
did not condemn or try to judge him but we rallied around to help in
any way
possible. We did this despite the fact that we were opposed to his life style.
Those
who are quick to cry "homopho be" and "hate monger" need to take another
look
and see who is prejudging whom.
We need to reme~ber that this is America; we can disagree with a persons
position without necessaril y hating that person. As citizens we have
a right to
raise our voice. Some of our forefathers gave up thier lives to give us
this right.
We must not let them down by keeping silent.
The references are available
by Larry Lacy

. "
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Monthly pains-- they might not be what you think

4

Endometriosis
Association
SOURCE

I felt so different from my friends.
Because I was in so much pain all the
time, I didn't have the same type of
college experience they did. They
were focusing on college, careers and
achieving their goals, and I was too
sick to even think about studying for
my classes."
Sarah Hillmert was a sophomore at
Marquette University in Milwaukee
when she started having more painful
periods. Her family physician told her
it was just "female problems." But
what started out as tolerable became,
by her junior year, almost three weeks
of pain every month. Even with a
lighter class load, she watched in dismay as her gradepoint dropped.

Sarah was eventually diagnosed
with endometriosis, a puzzling disease
that affects women in their reproductive years. Tissue normally found in
the uterus is also found another areas
such as on the ovaries, the bowel and
the bladder, causing internal bleeding.
Scar tissue, inflamation and other
problems then develop which can
cause severe pain, infertility and even
bowel obstruction.
An estimated 5 million women-from teenagers to college students to
middle-aged women-- suffer from this
disease in the United states alone. As
Sarah found out, endometriosis is not
an easy disease to diagnose or treat.
Continuously fighting pain left her too
exhausted to attend classes or her parttime job. One physician suggested she
get psychological counseling; another
told her that her two emergency trips to
the hospital in the middle of the night

because she was literally doubled over
in pain, was not that unusual.
"All too often women are told that
monthly pain is acceptable; it's part of
being female ,"says Mary Lou Ballweg, exectutivedirector ofthe international Endometriosis Association,
sponsors of Endometriosis Awareness
Week March 21-27. "We have to
break through the stigma that still
surrounds menstruation," Ballweg
continues. "We shouldn't be reluctant
to talk about it, and we must be unwilling to accept pain as normal."
According to Ballweg, collegeage women often don't want to accept
the fact that things can go wrong with
their bodies. But statistics show that
41 % of diagnosed sufferers had symptoms of endometriosis before age 20.
"Women of any age have to be and
persistent to get a diagnosis so they can
start exploring treatment options."

If pain is continual, interfering
with classes and everyday activities,
women may have to see more than one
doctor before getting answers to their
questions or before getting a definite
diagnosis. Sarah went to one physician after another before finding one
who had experience dealing with endometriosis and who didn't brush off
her complaints. "It was terrible I often
felt so lost and misunderstood."
Some women with endometriosis
may experience fairly mild problems,
not even realizing they have it until
they have difficulty becoming pregnant. For others, however. it can be a
dibilitating, frustrating disease.
"Women with endometriosis need
to be assertive," says Ballweg, "because the road to diagnosis can be long
and frustrating." She recommends
women be familiar with the most
common symptoms: chronic pelvic

pain, painful periods, pain during sex,
ongoing fatigue, painful urination or
bowel movements during periods, and
exiensive allergies.
"College students in particular,
"she maintains, "should be able to look
ahead to bright, exciting futures instead of having a disease like endometriosis slow them down."
Sarah Hillmert still struggles with
endometriosis, at times wishing she'd
pushed harder earlier for answeres and
solutions. But she continues to pursue
treatment options and has made lifestyle changes to help ~er cope with the
disease and allow her to enjoy her
favorite pursuits.
Contact the Endometriosis Association for more information, including how the order a diagnostic kit, by
writing 8585 N. 76th Place, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53223. Or call 1-800992-3636.

Students selected to Who~s Who
News
Services
SOURCE
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Eight University of MissouriRolla students have been selected to
the 1993 edition of "Who's Who
Among Students in American Universities and Colleges."
The students join an elite group of
students selected from more that I ,400
institutions of higher learning in all 50
states, the District of Columbia and
several foreign countries.
Students named this year from
UMR are:
MISSOURI
Florissant: Lynne Sanick, a senior in
engineering management.
Grandview: Mindy Gardner, a junior
in geological engineering.

High Ridge: Jeffrey Feltz, a senior in
mechanical engineering.
Holts Summit: Craig Rackers, a senior
in mechanical engineering.
Jefferson City: Julie Schroer, a senior
in mechanical engineering.
Do: Patrick Winkelman, a senior in
mechanical engineering.
St, Louis: Stephanie Leon, a senior in
geological engineering.
NEBRASKA
Bellevue: Scott Palmtag, a senior in
nuclear engineering.
Students were selected by the
campus nominating committees and
editors of the annual directory on the
basis of their academic achievement,
service to the community, leadership
in extracurricular activities and potential for continued success.
Outstanding students have been
honored in the annual directory since it
was first published in 1934.
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Conference
matters before the Public Service
Commission. Thompson provides
advice on the regulation of electric,
natural gas, telecommunications and
water utilities.
Directors for the conference are
Manning and Dr. David Hentzel, professor of economics at UMR and directorofUMR'sCenterforEconomic
education, which is hosting the conference.
Additional support for the conference is being provided by the UMR
economics department; the UMR
College of Arts and Sciences; UMR' s
Recruiting Services; South-Western
Publishing, Cincinnati, Ohio; D. C.
Health and Company, Boston, Mass.;

from page 1

Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliff, N. J.;
First Bank, Hermann, Mo.; Jefferson
Bank of Missouri, Jefferson City;
Bank of Plato in Plato, Mo.; Phelps
County Bank, Rolla, Mo.; Boatmen's
Bank of Rolla; Boatmen's Bank of
Lebanon; Boatmen's Bank of Richland; Boatmen' s Bank of Pulaski
County; Farmers and Merchants, St.
Clair, Mo.; Three Rivers Corp., Linn,
Mo.; Waynesville; and First Bank of
St. Louis.
To register for the conference,
contact Manning at the economics
department, 110 Harris Hall, University of Missouri-Rolla, Rolla, MO
65401, before April 16. Or call (314)
341-4828 or fax at (314) 341-4866.

Scholarships
The P18l\etary Society offers two
awards for college students. Undergraduates are eligible for the College
Fellowship Awards, and any college
student may enter the Mars Institute
Student Contest.

The College Fellowship Awards
Undergraduates majoring in science or engineering may apply for one
of up to five grants of up to $1,000
each. Each applicant must be a member of The Planetary Society or be
nominated by a member. Fellowships
will be awarded on the basis of scho~ astic achievement, commitment to a

from page1
career in engineering or a planetaryrelated science, and a 2,500-word essay on a relevant topic.
The Mars Institute Student Contest
All high school and college students
are eligible to enter the Mars Institute
Student Contest. The prize in 1993 is
$500, and an all-expenses paid trip to
a Mars related conference, awarded to
the best essay on this year's designated topic.
This year's topic asks students to
discuss the possibility that spacecraft
landing and moving about on the surface of the planet Mars could contaminate the surface or atmosphere of that
planet, and to propose procedures to
prevent it from occurring.

Entries to these programs must be
n,ceived by The Planetary Society no
later than May 17, 1993_ Additional
information, and application forms,
may be obtained by writing: The
Planetary Society, Scholarships
Department, 6SN. Catalina Avenue,
Pasadena, CA 91106_
The Planetary Society, founded
in 1980 by Carl Sagan, Bruce Murray
and Louis Friedman, is a non-profit
organization whose members share
the goals of encouraging the explorationofthe solar system and continuing
the 'search for extraterrestrial intelligence, With over 100,000 members in
more than 100 countries, it is the largest space-interest group in the world.
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Blue Sab'r es on way to success
AFROTC
SOURCE
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Blue Sabres, the 442nd AFROTC
Cadet Group's precision drill and ceremorties team, is well on their way with
another successful semester here at
UMR. In the coming semester, Blue
Sabres will continue their role of providing color guard ceremonie s for
various University activities and those
of the surrounding commurtity. Besides the usual activities, Blue Sabres
hopes to eventually compete in the
drill competitions around the country.
Ten Air Force Academy Sabres obtained from the Student Council last

Blue Key

UMR Cyclin g Club

m··

~~ti~n.:;~:~~:~~~;1~~~~:~k 1T
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C/3rd Class Martin D. Vaughan
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The Rollamo is the official year·
book of the Urtiversity of Missourrolla. The purpose of the yearbook is
to compose a pictorial rendition of the
campus and its students and to docu·
ment the year's major events. The
yearbook is created on a computer
using desktop publishing techniques .
Anyone who is willing to learn about
or has experience with layouts, pho·
tography, or desktop publishing can
join. Meetings are usually held on
Wednesda ys at 5 :30 in 103G Norwood
Hall. The office phone number is 34 14279.

Rollamo

UMR is to meet the needs of anoyone
interested in riding in any way , shape,
orform. We serve as a source of both
information and techrtical repair skills
for all interested. lbis semester we
plan to hold our 2nd Annual Spring
ride in which anyone may attend. The
club has bi-monthly meetings on the
2nd &4th Wednesdays of the month in
G-I, Rolla building at 8:00 pm.
Anyone is welcome to attend the
meeting and membership dues are
$5.00/yr.

Society of Manu facturing Engineers

The Society of Manufacruring
Engineers is a diverse and well estab·
lished orgartization nationally. 5MB
celebrated its 60th anrtiversary this
past year as one of the largest Engineering Societies in the country. Our
student chapter is a small group that is
making a strong effort to be a I st class
orgartization . We strive to be professionals and are seeking a new level of
professionalism. One way our chapter
is achieving this go'al is by establishing
and orgartizing the first campus wide
National Engineers Week presenta·
tion. lbis Program now includes
many other orgartizations, and we
hope will become an annual event.
Other very important projec ts include
the development of two new student
chapters. The Missouri society of
Professional Engineers and the Society of Plastics Engineers are both
being coordinated by SME student
members. The Society ofManuf;ctu~
ing Engineers includes Mechrutical,
Electrical, Industrial, and Engineering

year will help them iook even 'more
professional.
In keeping with a quality program,
Blue Sabres is preparing thei new
cadets to become active members of
the orgartization. After successful
completion of a semester-long training period, rune AFROTC cadets will
have the opportunity to become Blue
Sabres. lbis training period is made
up of activities involving leadership ,
The Blue Key National Honor
drill and ceremorties, military bearing,
Riding a bicycle has been a favorand most important of all, teamwork . Fraterrtity serves the University
of . ite past-time for young and old alike.
see Campus , page 19
Only after mastering these profes· Missouri-R olla campus and
commu- The purpose of the Cycling Club at
sional qualities can one become partof~~~~~'l""~""""""''''''''''''''''
__'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''~'''''''''''''~''''~'''''''''''''''''''''-'''''~'''''''''''''
the Blue Sabres team. For more infor·
''''''''''''~~
>
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SUB?No, we are not an underw ater vessel. We are the Student Union
Board, activities programm er for the
UMR campus. We are a volunteer
orgartization of about 100 students
with seven committee s: Concerts,
Films & Video, Fine Arts, Leisure &
Recreation, Special Events, Techrtical
Services and Variet Entertainment.
The committees plan a variety of activities for the social, recreational and
cultural benefit of all UMR students.
Almost all of our activities are free to
UMR students. Committe e members
work together to find, contact, contract organize and publiccize the myriad of activities and entertainers SUB
brings to UMR . Every student is eligible to be a member of The Student
Union Board, every student is invited
to have an impact on the movies,
comedians , lecturers and theater
groups that visit UMR. Joining S UB is
a great way to get involved, be a leader,
have an impact and meet new friends.
SUB al~o supports On The Loose, a
somp}~t~ outdoor recreat!~n rental facility exclusivel y for UNIR student
and st~ff. Everything SUB does is
planned and executed by students. For
more inform ation, check out
UMRINFO, read our weekly Missour
Miner column - SUBConscious, look
for our monthly newsletter, CALL US
at 341-4220 or stop by the office in
room 218 Urtiversity Center - West,
just above the Butcher Baker Deli.
Hope we see you enjoying a greatSUB
event soon!
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on·profil

rtity. Blue Key publishes the annual
student directory and manages several
school activities. Blue Key in the
commurtity assists the civic orgartizations in their various health and welfare drives and fund raising campaigns
on and off the campus.
The honor of membersh ip in Blue
Key is lirrtited to 40 outstanding UMR
students. Blue Key members are se·
lected for this honor because they have
shown character, outstanding ability,
and recogrtized potential as future citi·
zens and deserve the special attention
of the faculty. Membersh ip is limited
to students who have completed at
least 60 credit hour, maintained at
least a 2.75 grade point average , and
have a minimum of 40 points on the
approved point system of the chapter.
Interested candidates should watch for
the announcement, appearing in the
Missouri Miner, indicating that appli·
cations are being acc~pteli.
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Japanese All-Girl Power Pop Punk
•
~

Captain Goatee
StafTWriter

Hello silly Rolla types. It's Captain
Goatee time again. This week features
stuff to do in Rolla and reviews of
Shonen Knife's Let's Knife and the
rave compilation, Technomancer.
Saturday March 6, Randy E. Tyree
opened his exhibit of 40 original paintings at theBlue Heron Rookery. I took
a look at his art and was very impressed. Tyree paints with brilliant
colors and great detail. Scenes composed of a red or blue swirling tree is a
common motif in his work. He layers
the paint on some of his works and
makes the scene come out of the canvas. This added dimension brings a
life to the scenes he creates. One work
detailing three horse heads appears as
if in motion. Tyree also explores a
style of placing exotic animals a bit
larger than life in landscape scenes.
His work is very appealing. The exhibit will last until March 27th. I
would highly suggest discovering the
art of Randy E. Tyree. Call762-BIRD
for more information.
Prividing the music at the Blue
Heron for Tyree's opening was solo
folk artist Carrie Newcome. I only had
the opportunity to see the last 8 songs
of her show , but the part I did see was
wonderful, funny, touching, and sincere. Carrie Newcomer is simply ajoy
of a person and her music is just a part
of that. The crowd even got her back

on stage for an honest encore. (Not one
of those pre-planned ones.) She
seemed very shy and overhwlemed
from the response of the audience. But
it was an honor certainly earned by the
beauty, simplici ty, and depth of her
music. I enjoyed Carrie Newcome
very much.
Also playing that weekend at the
New Beat were The Missionaries.
They were on the Captain Goatee radio
show Friday afternoon and just went
crazy in the studio. I wasn't exactly
sure what to expect of their music, but
when I popped in their tape and heard
a few songs I was hooked. These guys
are great. The band consists of Greg
Krutsinger (lead v~al s , guitar), Jacque Garoutte (Lead guitar, vocals),
Jason Jones (Drums), and Scott Eastman (B ass guitar, vocals). fortheN~w
Beat shows, Rob Rollins , a former
bassist who reminded us all somewhat
of Gilligan, sat in for Eastman.
The Missionaries hail from Miama, OK (same town as the Victros).
They play music which sounded very
much like some band I knew . I thought
and thought all night and just couldn't
place exactly who it was. Their sound
is a cross between old R.E.M. , Smithereens, and as lead singer Greg clued
me into, the Hoodoo Gurus . Basically,
the Missionaries play rock with a
slight country twinge (ala R.E.M.).
The songs were very well written and
I enjoyed the Missionaries a lot. One
of Saturday's highlights was reported
to be some guy named Captain Goatee
joining the band for his rendition of
"Louie, Louie" . (Thank God they
didn't make a copy!)

. .
MOVING SALE LEAVING IN MAY
QUEEN SIZE BED-ASKING $200
SANYO 25 IN. TV-ASKING $225
BOOKCASE -ASKING $50
BOSTON SPEAKERS ASKING
$125
ANSWERING MACHINE ASKING
$50
PLUS SOME MORE
341-8033
$200-$500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home.
Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.
Fully guarenteed.
FREE info-24 hour hotline
801- 379-2900 copyright #Mo035050
SPRING BREAK '93
Party with the best!
S. Padre Island from $99
Cancun Mexico from $424
Bahamas/Cruise from $269
Joun over I million partiers!
Call Student Express Vacations at
1-800-TOUR-USA
I

_.

-,.

CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED
89 Mercedes ............................. $200
86 VW ........................................ $50
87 Mercedes ....................... ...... $IOO
65 Mustang ................... ......... .... $50
Choose from thousands starting $50
FREE Information-24 hour hotline
801-379-2929 copyright#Mo0350 10

Shonen Knife
Virgin Records, 1992
8 goatees
"Riding on the rocket I wanna go to
Pluto/Space foods are marshmallows,
asparagus, ice cream, ooh" - 'Riding on
the Rocket!
Imagine if you will, the Ramones
being transformed into three innocent
looking girls from Japan. After gettIng
over the shock, they would form a new
band I'm sure. And I'm sure they
would sound something like Shonen
Knife.
• "Blue eyes, blond hair/tight body,
long legs/She's very smart/She can
dance well/ Ohh ... ahh . .. ahh .. . /
Bang , bang, bang, Twist Barbie/Oh!
Sexy girl!" - 'Twist Barbie'
Naoko Yamano, Michie Nakatani.
and Atsuko Yamano have been making music for years, and Let's Knife is
their fust all English, U. S. release
album. Let's Knife is a collection of
rerecorded greatest hits from what I
can tell. Their music is plain fun . It
ranges from Ramones like punk to
almost a Bangles sound.
I discover whiskers of a cat in a
timeless zone/ And I put them on my
face/ In a moment I become a sweet
little catl And I dance on a flying
saucer? I am a Cat" - 'I am a cat'
The lyrics are fun and simple.
They range from songs about bison,
bass, and cats to insect collectors,

_

--- - --------

9 South,
I don't understand the commotion
about my top 10 list. It was a joke
meant to be taken lightly because of
your top 10 list. Ans another thing, I
amnot a man .lam&.woman;awoman
who LIVES ON 9 South.

Personals
Top 10 Reasons to Party at 419
10. Overhang
9. Larino home alone
8. 5 units at a glance
7. Ray gettin' busy
6. 69 at midnight
5. 5 kegs and then some
4. "You are the most beau tiful girl
in the room."
3. Fatties anyone?
2. Sebex on the toilet x2
I. Its all fun snd games until
someone breaks the sink

UNFORGlVEN
Lips of night
Kiss the sky
And the darkness flows
As black as the ink of life
So much so
That the blood refuses to flow
Terror screams with the
Chill of the piercing wind
Fighting to be free
The last one stands alone
Raising his fist up to the sky
Lighting quickly fire s its
arrows
And he is doomed to die
Time Rider

, '~~..~~~~:r..t..~~ ~T..6.~.

:'~/I..,~~.' ~'.:f ~T· y}&~*.J~O:~"!!r'·"J1:l 't., 11
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Let's Knife

Barbie, and flying through space.
"Devil House" seems as if it were
written after catching Rocky Horror
on late night TV.
"I'm gonnaeatjelly jelly jelly jelly
/ Jelly jelly jelly jelly beans/ You're
gonna eat cherry cherry cherry cherry/
Cherry cherry cherry cherry drops/Oh,
flying jelly beans, throwing them to
you/Ooh, crashing cherry drops,
breaking right in two." - 'Flying Jelly
Atack'
. Need a good drive home, cheer you
up, act silly album? If that's what
you're lookIng for, I'd give it 10 goatees. Let's Knife by Shonen Knife is
one of those must have albums.

Technomancer starts out really
lame. The remix of the Lords of Acid
song "Rough Sex" is boring and "Free
the World" is terrible. However, after
the fust four tracks, the hour of music
still left on the disc is great. Highlights
include Oxy "The Felling", jade 4 U
"Messenger of Love", Channel X "A
Million Colours", Digital Orgasm
"Startouchers", Zafari "Jungle Peopl
(It Began in Africa", and Dust Club
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Technomancer

Bonsor
gener~

Rave Compilation
C.arpline/An~ler Subway, 1992
8 ~oatees
Technomancer is almost 76 minutes of rave on one disc. It features
groups such as Lords of Acid, Channel
X, Eccentric, Oxy, Digital Orgasm,
jade 4 U,Atomizer2, and Dust Club to
name a few. However. closer inspection shows that most of the groups are
simply different combinations of the

Tcchnomancer also includes "Where is God" by Parametric.
I believe this track has been played
some on KMNR.
Technomancer is a wrothwhile
collection of dance rave mus)c. There
is at least 45 minutes of stellar music
on this disc. If you're really into it,you
might even like all of the tracks.
Considering all 76 minutes, it's still ~
decent collection that will keep you
dancing.
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same 5 or 6 people. Most notable are
Comiiig sOQn: Revi~ws of The
Oliver Adams , C. Van Lierop, and Judyb~ts and Belly.
Somora of Lords of Acid fame.
Also: Li; ten to Sidio and Hall with
Adams is on I I of the album's 16 Rich Myers live on KMNR 89.7 from
tracks. Also featured are Praga Kahn, 5 to 6 on Friday. This time I won't
Jade 4 U, and Krimson.
screw it up . Trust me.

CqmpusGossip .

Miscellaneous

II

Album Review

Rob,
You are a jerk. You do not know
how to treat a lady. We hate you.
Carolyn, Kim, Christina, Jennifer,
Maris, Karen, Sue, Sandra, Deborah,
Lynn, Rebecca, Dawn, Gabriel , Shannon, SteJlhanie, Joann, Elizabeth,
Melissa, Ann, Stacey, April, Catherine, Shanna, Amy, Eleanor, Deena,
Lura, Anne, Lori, Jane, StephRllie,
Renee, Denise, JUlie, Amelia, Tamra,
Rhonda,Kerri, Brooke Karla, Angela,

Gail, Teresa, Michelle, Darlene,
Tanya, Cynthia, Tina, Gretchen,
Mary, Heather, Joan, Linda, Holly,
Connie, Sue, Jessica, Sabrina, Margaret, Lisa, Beth. Nicole, Anita, Jacqueline, Camille, Carol. Polly, Vanessa, Kelly, Cori, Carrie, Louise,
Janice, Dana, Regina, Brenda, Sarah,
Colleen, and Rachelle.

SCIENCE AenON • FANTASY
COMICS • GAMES
1014 Pine St. Phone·364-4301 ·

--

-~------------------~------~
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Another St. Pats has .passed by
leaving us with nothing more than the
remanants 'of an alcohol induced stupor. The cold, calculating so-called
"professors" of the University have
fmished giving there little St Patrick's
Day present, too, and after a grueling
round of tests you settle back into your
easy chair for a little R&R. So there
you sit on your sofa, popping BonBons one after the other l\Dd exhibiting
general sloth-like character istics
while reliving the good times vicariously through an old but, nevertheless,
classic episode of the Rockford files.
Although Jim has put on another masterful performance, the show still
seems to falls hort of your entertainment threshold. Finally, you exhibit
some good sense and turn on ESPN for
a little sports action. To your dismay
you are informed of the fact that the
whining boys of summar are either
holding out or experiencing the
dreaded "visa problems" in leaving
some Caribbean Isle. TheNBA willbe
holding its playoffs some time this
year but you don't have until August,
you need to be entertained now. Dh

the Greater Biloxi, Exclude All Miweek the tour stops in Mississipp
i for
norities Open
while the Pro Bowlers
are in Rapid City South Dakota for the
Bowl Till You Make the Home Viewers Sick tournament. I'll give you
some credit, however, and assume that
these sporting events, while thriil a
minute for most people, just aren't
good enough for you. You need to fmd
a sport on TV which not only condones
drinking and violence, but encourages
it Well, look no further than Blues
Hockey. Where ele can you watch
hammerheads like Kelly Chase and
Bob Probert battle it out at center ice
while thousands of drunken St. Louisans are whipped into a frenzy by the
ruckus? In order to enjoy Blues
Hockey, however, you must keep in
mind a few things. First of all, never
sit down to watch a game without a
fresh supply of your favorite beverage.
Those n·ot imbibing have been known
to characterize Kelly Chases's goon
tactics as mindless violence and turn
the TV offindisg ust Secondly ,donot
attempt tq follow !he ttockey puck's
path around the ice, this cannot be
done by the human eye. Instead, watch
the players on the ice, when a goal is
scored they will raise their arms, sig-

aforeme~tioned [llliiilllil~lililil~~il~I~~~;1

beverage, and proceed to high-five
ful not
spill the
everyonetowithin
sight. Also, there is
no need to watch closely for fights or
cheap-shots, as this is what instant
replay was invented for. Any knockdown punches or blood-drawing stick
fouls will be replayed several times for
your viewing enjoymen t Finally,
don't invest any time in learning the
complicated rules of hockey since
most of the referees have not learned
them or manage to swallow their
whistles once the game starts. (Are
those really paid referees or just three
renegade Footlocker employees?)
But seriously, Blues Hockey is
something that can be experienced and
enjoyed by everyone. The Blues have
a lot of offensive skill in players such
as Brett Hull and Craig Janney, some
world class skaters in Nelson Emerson
and Brett Hedican, and plenty of tough
guys like Kelly Chase and Brendan
Shanahan who are always willing to
stick up for their teammates. Hockey
is a fast-paced game with plenty of
physical contact and the festive atmos-

1 2111111111_illIllil~lill~~~~~R~~~~
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M·Club Athlete

Darlene,
3relchen,
a, Holly,
I,Marga·
ula, Jac·
lily, Va·
Louise,
, Sarah,

For week of
March 1- March 7
Stacy Mathes
Women's Basketball

~

.....------------------------

For the second time this semester
Stacy Mathes of the Women's Basketball team has been named the M·
CLUB ATHLETE of the WEEK.
Tuesday rught in the Lady Miners' last
game of the season at Pitt. SI. Stacy
had 16 points with 8 of 10 shooting
from the fie ld and 6 rebounds. In the
game, which was Stacy's last as a Lady
Miner, she scored her I,OOOth career
point. Congratulations on a fine career
Stacy and'good 'Iuck in the future!

-- ---- - - - -

-------~----~
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1993 NCAA Tournament Bracket
1st Round :

2nd Round :

Thursday-Friday
1

Saturday-Sunday

Regionals

Semifinals

Semifinals

2nd Round :

~egionals

1st Round:
Thursday-friday
1) Kentucky

Saturday· Sunday

·------1:16) Rider
:'-'--_·~Li______. ~B)~~~ah~--__
.

! 9) Pittsburgh

Friday-Sunday
Nashville, Tenn.

5) Wake Forest

~----- i 12) Tenn.-Chatt.
I

1 4) Iowa

St. Louis
March 25 & 27

Charlotte,
North Carolina
.March 25 & 27

' - - -- - -- , 13) NE Louisiana

SOUTHEAST

6) Kansas State

.---- -- -: .11) Tulane

I.a) Florida Sate
~~~---IL1~4~)EE~va~n~S~Vi~lIeL-_

Thursday-Saturday
Orlando, Fla.

7) W.Kentucky

r------i!.~iou)~M~e~m~p~h~iS~S-t.2) Seton Hall
: 15)Tenn. SI.

New Orleans

- - - - - , r - - - - - - - - ' ..

. April 3

I

NATIONAL CHAMPION

I

YOU HAVE FRIENDS WHO CARE
AT ...

BIlm'JII:=E' 3~
FOI'IHELP

2151'rESTIllhS1REET
P.O. 60X832
ROt.LA. "'I$SOURI6~1
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F"EE PREGNANCY TESTING
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Time Killers .
[ CROSSWORD PUZZLER I
ACROSS

33 Preposterous

6 French
affirmative
7 Surgical saw
8 Attic
Waflach
9 Medicinal
. plant
42 "F!~e Easy
10 Richard
45 Run easily
- Anderson
49 Sea in Asia
11 Dispatched
50 Anger
19 Rubber tree
52 Comfort
21 Time gone by
53 Unusual
24 Health resort
54 Staff
25 Flap
55 Ascend
26 Harvest
56 Hostelries
goddess
5 7 Female sheep 28 Mountain on
58 Winter
Crete
~ vehicle
29 Household
pel
DO~N~
30 Sight organ
34 Male relatives
1 Float In air
35 Female ruff
2 Monster
36 "A Streetcar
3 Word of
Named - "
sorrow
37 Retreat
4 Writing
38 Guido's high
Implement
note
5 Stories

37 Tell
40 Born
41 Actor

1 Helmond_
series
5 Negative
8 Frolics
12 Eye
.
amorously
13 "- House"
14 Toward
shelter
15 Island off
Ireland
16 Contend
17 Chestnut with
white
Interspersed
18 Save
20 Father or
mother
22 Sick
23 Mature-"" -- •
24 Shoulder
wraps
27 Discern
31 Soft food
32 Period of
time

I

39 Seagoing
vessels
42 Equal:
comb. form
43 Country 0
Asia
44 Merit
46 Caudal
appendage
47 Actual being
48 Musical
instrument
51 Brawl: colloq .
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PAR SCORE 130-140

DIRECTIONS: Rearrange each row of letters to form a 2- to 7-letter
word. To total points of your wonJ., use scoring directions to right of
each row. 7-Jetter words get 5O-point bonus. "Blanks" used as any
letter have no point vaJue. All Judd's words can be found In The Official
Scrabble Players Dictionary.
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11ili11fRJtfA,l~
'<G~.J
19l91.9

JUDD

FOUR RACK TOTAL _ _
TIME LIMIT : 20 MIN - -

DIRECTIONS: Rearrange each row of laHars to fonn a 2- to 7-letter
word . To total points of your wOf'd6., use scoring directions to right of
each row. 7-letter words get SO-point bonus. " Blanks" used as any
letter have no point value. All Judd 's words can be found in The Official
Scrabble Players Dictionary. JUDO'S SOLUTION TOMORROW
ll-M-Cr

~
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see Solutions, page 19
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• Member if the UMR SAME student chapter
See Cpt White, 310 Harris Hall , fo r detail s and

Applications for the scholarshi p wi ll be

ac~

application fo nns.

Americans, Native-Americans,As ian-American s

AMERICAN ELECllWPLATERS AND SUR·
FACE FINISHERS SOCIETY (AESF), offe rs
schol arship programs. TheAESF is offering sepa-

Application Deadline: April 15, 1993

and Pacific Islanders who arc cu ~n tl y enrolled as

ROllA UONS CLUB/VANCE SCHOLAR-

rate scholarships fo r university or college under-

g.. lpanoflheir degr<eprogn un. Noteshould be

un d ergradua t ~ . Selection of the s chola~hi p winner will be made based on the fulfillment of the

SHIP FUND. This Scholarship will be awarded to

graduates and graduates.
An undergl'1lduate
student may apply fo r any academic yea r when he

taken of the residency ~uirem.ents as shown on

a student who has attended UMR for at least one

the appl ication .

year and who is from Rolla. Missouri area (Phelps

scholarship this fall .

or she will be of at least jun ior standing in a
chemistry, chemical engineering , envirorunental

and adjacent counties). This scholarship is in the
amount of SI,OOO.

Application deadline: April 30, 1993.

WOMEN IN ENERGY, INC SCHOL\RS HIP.

hav e been attained

T wo awards of S250 each will be made to a junior/

The College Divis ion of the American Institute

- applicants mwt be a full -time student at UMR

,I"lroni

• Majo ring in engineering or an engineering-

engineering. metallurgy or materials science .
program where the focus of the cum culwn is in
surface science subjects . A graduate student may

- a minimum of a 3.0 grade point average must

• U. S. citizen

by the applicant concerning the objectives for
wanting to study abroad .

graduate
ingat (
Rolla, hi
IionalFol
national

sen ior enroll.ed full-time in a Missouri college or

For Foreign Study is a nationwide orgllnization

- financial need will be considered

Aco

related fie ld

be elegible fo r an AESF scholarship award if he or

Unive~ i ly .

she has completed an accredited undergradua te

• other monetary awards or schola rships ea rned

bw iness, education, engineering , home econom-

SOCIETY OF AMERICAN Mll.IT ARY ENGI·
NEERS NEW YORK CITY POST SCHOLA RSIllP PROGRAM 1993, offers S t ,000 scholarship.

from

African-Ame ricans,

Hispanic-

progrun requirements, fmanci al need , academic
accompl isrunent, demonstrated leade ~hip ability,
extracurricul ar activities and a written stAtement

f

Elegi bility:

• Previous

cepted

winne~

are ineli gible

that provides

com p~ h en sive

nanci al Aid Office.

pursuing a B. S. or higher degree that includes a
concrete and concrete design courses as an inte-

The Fund will grant one $2000

The student should be majoring in

overseas study and

• Must be a full-tim e student during 93 -94 school

program in chemistry, chemical engineeri ng, en-

travel programs. Since th e company was found ed

by the applicant will be cons idered

ics, journalism , science or other energy related

year

vironmental eng ineering, metallurgy or materials

in 1964, over 500,000 students and teachers have

- this schol arship is ren ewable

- Money to be used towa rd room and boa rd,

science and is enrolled in a graduate program

field. Minimum overall GPA of 3.0 .

participated in programs in Europe, Australia,

Applications available in the Stu dent Fmancial

Application De1Idline: April 1, 1993.

tuition fees, or books

Asia, Mexico and Russia.

Application Deadli ne: Aprlll,. 1993.

• Member if the UMR SAME stUdent chapter

Applications forms and furthe r infonn ation

See Cpt White, 310 Ha m s Hall , for deta ils and

leading to a master's or Ph. D. degree. AWl n
selections will be based on, but not limited to:
career interest in surface fmishing technologies ,

may be obtained by writing : Minori ty Scholar-

application fonDS.

scholarship, achievement , motivation and poten-

MI SSOURI

ship, American Instiute For Foreign Study, College Div ision, 102 Greenwi ch, CT 06830 or by

DR .

tial.

SIDP). Thirty S1000 scholarships will be distributed to qua lifit-d adults fo r the 1993-94 school
year,
Eligibil ity criteria:

Application Deadline: April 15, 1993

ASM WfERNATI ONAL

COSTAL

BEND

BOTANICA L

GARDEN

REDENBAC HE R'S

SOIOLAR-

need. Applications must be postmarked by April

Application deadline : April IS, 1993.

15, 1993 in order to be cons idered for the 1993 -94

honor of noted scientist Dr. Ernest E. Jwt .

- age 30 or older.

academi c year.

The Just Scholarship is open to SI. Louis area
students . The prefe~d recipient will be a St.

gram at an acc redited college or universi ty.

CHAPTER, The Costal Bend Chapter of ASAM
THE JOHN P. EAGER EDUCATION T RUST

will award a SI,OOO scholarship to a second of

RJND SCHOLA RSHIP. This scho larship is to

higher year stu d(nt pursuing a fou r-yea r Bachelor

honor lohn P. Eager, he was a pionee r in the de\'el-

of Science Degree in materials, science , meta llur-

opment of mode m microfilm technology as applied by busin ess . The Eager Scholarship is a

gical engineering. or a mate ri als science option to
mechanical engineering. Th is scholarship will be

1993-95 SECOND START SCHOLARS lllP
(ORVllJ...E

call ing (8 00) 727-2437.

International (American Society for Materials)

For more infonnation and/or appl ications contact
the Student Financial Aid Offic e, G- l Parker Hall .
NAll ONAL ASSOClA TION OF WOMEN IN
CONSTRUc nON ST. LOUIS , MISSOURI

- enrolled or planning to enroll in a degree pro-

Louis African-American studying science . The

- pursuing pa rt-time or full-tim e studies on an

award is based upon academic record and extra-

Wlde rgraduate or graduate level.

cum cular activit ies pertaini ng to science. U n de r~

App lication dead line: May I , 1993.

graduates who have successfull y completed their

minimum 2.5 00-word essay contest with a 55,000

CHAPTER 38. The S1. Louis NA WIC is off( ring

prize. The essay topic, chosen each year on an
aspect of the fie ld of info nnat ion and image man·

a scholarship to women and men who are pursuing

Aid Office.

dt-grees in fiel ds related to the construction indus-

agem ent, requires significant commitment on the

able in the Student Fmancial Aid Office.

Beta Pi Association , a national enginet-ring honor

Deadline: April 1, 1993

try. Thi s scholarship does not apply to firs t year

part of the stu dent to resea rch and write.

Application Deadline: April 15, 1993.

society, is CUrttntly accepting applications for its

Application must be postmarked by April 2, 1993.

WIl'1TER 93 MI SSOURI mGHER EDUCA-

Applications available in the Student Fmancial

fall scholarships. These scholarships are a wa.rded
to students who have demonstrated outstanding

TION

awarded fo r the 93 ·94 academic year.
Applications 8vailvable in the Student Ftnancial

A

minimun gnde point avera ge of 3.0 is required ,
AMERICAN

INSTfIUI'E

FOR

FOREIGN

STUDY. College Division Minority Scholarship,

and there are som e limitations in the range of 8
coli ( ge m ajor. Othe rwise, the contest is open to

applications for the fall 1993 semeste r are now

full -time students , from high schools sen iors to

being accepted. The SChol arshi p is be ing offered

college.

in an effort to help increase the pa rticipation of

The SChola rship rt: cipient is honored at the Ann ual

ethnic minority college students in study abroad
programs .

ATI M Banquet. For more infonnationo n theJohn

coll ege soph omore year will be eligible fo r the
award. App lications and Reference fonDS avai l-

students.

~ id

Office.

ACADEMIC

(BRIGHT

FLIGHT)

TAU BETA PI FRESHMAN SCHOLARS lllPS
The Missouri-Bet a (UMR) Chapter of the T au

potential duri ng their freshman year in the field of

SCHOLARS HIPS . The Wi nter 93 "B right Flight
check are now available in the Cashier's office,

ing c riteria :

NATIONAL ASSOClATION OF WOMEN IN
CONSTRUc n9N THE GREATER KANSAS

basement of Parke r Hall. If you are a ''B ri ght

.Be currently enrolled at UMR.

R ight" recipient, please go to the Cashier' s office,

"B e a fu ll-time undergraduate enginee ring stu-

Cashier's hours a re from 8:15 a. m. to 3:15 p. m.

dent (including Eng ineering Management and

THE MID-WEST CONCRETE INDUSTRY

-Have coDlpleted betwecn30a nd59c redithours.

BOARD EDUCATION AL FUND. The MCm

• Have a minimwn 3.5 cumulative GPA.

engineering. App licants should meet theJollow-

The scholarship which is app licable on fall 1993

Managt-r, Chaplt'f Relations at AJ IM heDdquar·

semester AIFS programs in Austria, Brilain,

CITY , MO. The Greater Kansns C ity, Missouri
Scholarship Foundati on is offering schola rshi ps
to students purs uing a C 8 ~ er in the construction

ters, 11 00 Wayne Avenue, Suite 1100,Silver

industry.

France, Ita ly, Mexico and Spain, incJud(s tuition.

Spring, Maryland 209 10, 30 1/587.8 202, FAX

Application must

room , boa rd and round trip fare.

be postmD.rked by March

30 1/587-2711.

Educational Fund was established to provide fi-

31,1 993. Applications available in the StudentFi-

Fo nns are ava ilable at the Ftn ancial Aid Office-.

nancia l assistance to coll ege enginee ring students

Application deadline: l\.1onda y Ma r ch 2l

P. Eage r Scholarship. contact Maureen Heffernan,

Dr.

Aid Office.

ERNEST E. ruST SCHOLARS IDP P ROGRA M.
The Missouri Botanical G'lrden will award a
S5000 renewable college scholarship in 1993 in

Awards a re not necessarily based upon financi al

Tun

Engineering Mechanics)

Dr.:

ressor "
Engineer

Technolo
''Lead"s
1Ury"lecl
Missouri·
p.m.MOI

7.1993
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Rock and mineral auction
News
Services
SOURCE

Students, professors, amateur
mineral collectors and professional
rock dealers throughout Missouri have
the opportunity to attend a rock and
mineral auction Sunday evening,
March 28, at the University of Missouri-Rolla.
Students in the UMR geology and
geophysics department' s student
chapter of the Dake Geological Society will coordinate the auction, which
is being held as part of a meeting of the
Geological Society of America March
29 and 30 at UMR.

DE~FkeepiAgRolla . edu~at~c:I

"A rock and mineral auction is a
great way to attract attention to geology within a community," says Dr.
Robert C. Laudon, UMR associate
professor of geology and geophysics.
"UMR has conducted a rock and mineral auction annually for nearly 25
years. It is a friendly environment to
swap rocks, minerals and stories," he
adds.
The event also includes a children' s auction. "The children' s auction is a place for kids to learn about
rocks and minerals and to buy something they might otherwise never have
a chance to own," laudon says.
UMR' s student chapter of ihe
Dake Geological Society receives 15
percent of all transactions during the
auction.
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Dr. John A. White, regent's professor and Dean of the College of
Engineering at the Georgia Institute of
Technology, is the speaker forthe next
"Leade,$ for the Twenty-First Centuty" le,cture series at the University of
Missouri-Rolla, He will speak at 7:00
p. m. Monday, April 19, in Centennial
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UMR.
His talk, " TQM in Academe," is
free and open to the public. A recepI
tion will follow the lecture.
White has been a member of the
Georgia Tech faculty since 1975, be·
coming the dean of engineering in
1991.
He is a member of the Institute of
Industrial Engineers, the National
Academy of Engineering and numer- ,
. ous o~her. professional and honorary
orgaruzahons.
;

LARSI!lPS

"dilb"'''
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Mattox, UMR professor of ceramic
engineering and academic ~dvisor t9
News
News
Harster, this is the second year Harster
Services
Services
SOURCE
has received the award for his research
SOURCE
work in "A/N-Compatible 1)lick Film
Systems."
Timothy E. HarsterofSt. Louis, a
Harst';r received a bachelor of
graduate student in ceramic engineer- science degree in ceramic engineering
The International Students Club at
ing at the University of Missouri- with a minor in communications from UMR will be holding its annual INTERNATIONAL DAY Celebration
Rolla, has received a $6,000 Educa: UMR in 1991.
onSunaay,March21, 1993,in UnivertionatF.oundationgrant.fromtheInter- ,
IS~ SUpP?~~S .and epc,?,urages
national Society for Hybrict" Micro- ~ graduate level research in materials . sity Center East.
International Day includes an Inelectronics (ISHM).
. science, engineering, and related miternational Dinner, Exhibits and discroelectronic technologies.
According to Dr. Douglas M.
plays from around the world, and an
International Talent Show.
The dinner will be held in the
University Center Cafeteria from

lIIews
Services
SOURCE

DEtiF .workshop

Sign language.classes offered

UMR student receives grant
page2

Page 15

11:30 to 1:00 PM. Tickets for this
event are available at the Ticket offic e
in University Center Wast or from
International Student Club members.
Price is $7 .00 for adults, $5.00 for students, and includes a many-course
international meal.
E~hibits from countries around the ;j
world will be in the Miner Lounge ~
from \0:00 AM until after the talent
show.
The Talent Show starts at 2:00 in
Centennial Hall. This year, the show
will feature music, drama, dancing,
and humor from around the world!
This is a FAMILY event and all
members of the University and Rolla
communities are warmly nvited to
attend.
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SPRING FILM SERIES
MARCH 16 - THE TI N DRUM
DAVID BENNENT. Directed by Voll<er Schlondorff. R--1 979. This Oscar-winning film tells the story of a boy who is terrified by the adult world of
sex, violence, and Nazism, and refuses to grow up . From the novel by Gunter Grass . German with English subtitles.
MARCH 23 - PROSPERO'S BOOKS
JOHN GIELGUD, MICHAEL CLARK. Directed by Peter Greenaway.
R--1991. This free-flowing interpr'!lation of Shakespeare's Tempest features
a thrilling performance by John Gielgud as the exiled Prospero , who tum. 10
his beloved books and magical pow"rs to conquer his en~mies .
APRIL 6 - TilE DOUBLE LIFE OF VERONIQUE
IRENE JACOB, PHILIPPE VOLTER. Directed by Krzysztof Kieslowski.
R--1991. Radiant newcomer Irene Jacob won the Best Actress Award at
Cannes for her stunning dual portrait of TWO identical young women, one
Polish and one French , who share a mystical bond they themselves can never
understand . French and Polish with English subtitles.

TUESDAYS 7:00 P.M.
MILES AUDITORnJM
Come down to earth
This is too much ...
Down to earth needs to take
some advice from its namesake, and
come back down here from somewhere outside the orbit of Mars . I
agree that forests should be conserved,
and what is removed should be replaced, but that' s about all I agree
wi th them on.
Trees are a renewable resource. That is to say, you can grow
more. It certainly takes longer, but the
beauty of it is, you can frequently
replace more than is harvested. Oil. on
the other hand, is not renewable. So, I
would offer that we ought to increase
the use of wood where we can, and
curtail our use of plastics. More wood
products can be recycled than plastic
products, anyway.
Animals are a renewable
resource. Animals are perfectly edible, and no more dangerous to your
health than vegetables. The same pesticides, etc. that you condemn in livestock fodder goes into the same wheat.
soy, and com that we get, not to mention the preservatives that go into the
fmal packaged products.
So you can see, all you folks
are doing is jumping on the symbolic,
feel-good liberal bandwagon. Conservation, yes. We need to make certain
that the ecosystem is not being abused.
But theplanetis not in dire trouble, and
your environmentalist tactics are not
welcome nor heeded at this institution.
r .hri <:; P f': n ninornrh

Student Health, what a joke
I recently went to Student Health
for medical attention concerning an
injured leg and cold related illnesses.
The 19th of February was my flfstvisit
and I was treated fairly, the Doctor was
helpful and courteous. Then on a later
visit I went in to seek more medication for the cold. This time no doctor
was present and a younger lady wall<ed
up front, saw me, turned around and
left. I waited and waited and waited
and no return. She hadn't come up to
say ''I'm real busy with other patients"
or "I'll be lOor20minutes" not even an
acknow ledgement of my presence. So
I got aggravated and left.
Then on my latest visit to Student
Health around noon on February 25th,
I was~medical attention. I had
expressed to the ladies that I would
like cold medication and more medication for my leg injury to help reduce
swelling plus to see if! could get that
x-ray to test for-a stress fracture. The
older. dark hair~d nurse started to
question my motives, as why dol want
this x-ray now and didn't get it earlier.
I told her that my time was a factor and
I couldn't get away, except that previous time when the younger lady ignored me. As she asked me back to the
examination room, I continued my
explanation about the young lady
ignoring me and I said to her that I told
myself" screw it, I'll just leave." I
didn't curse at the nurse nor did I treat
them as fools. I was just trying to
plainly express to the older nurse that
my previous visit was unseccessful in
getting medical attention and that I
hadn't been ignoring my medical

needs, as she had ' expressed I was
doing. At this time she refused my
medical needs and said I must return
later to see the doctor. Herexcuse was
that I seem dissatisfied with their
service and I had told a nurse to "screw
off."
I did no such thing! I was thinking
to myself of why should I stick around
without getting service and my train of
thought said to leave and not waist my
time.
I feel this is a great disservice. If I
pay for my medical attention through
fee s, then I feel I should receive the
medication I need , unless of course I
physcially threaten a doctor or nurses
well-being. Otherwise, I was well
within my bounds to express some
dissatisfaction of their service without
banishment.
The medical world acts like patients are second-class citizens.
People without obligations, feelings ,
or needs. How many times have you
went in for a 9:30 appointment and got
in at 9"30, it's more like 1O:45,a few
squeezes, couple checks some medical
jargin, a prescription and five minUTes
later your out.
What takes up all the time? Or
even better yet, the Emergency roon\..
You walk in and there are people with
open gashes, busted jaws, and broken
arms layed around in the lobby. Finally when a relative gets called you
can't go back and sit with them, why?
Or you peek through the door and 20
nurses, technicians and doctors are
gathered around the Emergency room
station. What about those bleeding

Take a bite of .t his burger
Dear Editor:
This letter is in response to
the article in the 3-3-93 Miner entitled
"Beef destroys our Planet".
Where did this article come
from? The whole price is based on
opinion instead of facts. One statement says "family farm groups are
launching the flTSt worldwide campaign to reduce the ... overconsumption of beef'. 10 challenge you to fmd
one farmerthat is for th: idea of selling
less of his cattle. No way! That's his
livelyhood headed to market!
The article also says "aside
from smoking, there is no greater personal health risk than eating meat".
Give me a break, here's a few greater
health hazards:
I. Driving your car.
2. Drinking alcoholic beverages.
3. Drugs.
4. Unprotected sex.
I would like to know why
someone is always telling everyone
else how to live their lives. Should I
tell the author of that article met to

drive their car because of the pollution
it causes? Should I tell him or her not
to play golf because I don't or because
of the wildlife habitat the course destroyed? No, because if that's what I
think, then I should do what I feel is
best and keep it at that .
And fmally I just bet that
with my list of reasons that we should
utilize cattle there will be a few double
standards uncovered. Here' s the list.
1. Cattle is a renewable resource.
2. Cattle provides American jobs.
3. Each cow processed is totally used
for
a. Food.
b. Leather-here' sone,I bettheauthor
has leather shoes, car seats, etc!
c. Fat tuned into lard, grease etc.
d. Dairy products-here's another! bet
the author drinks milk, eats cheese etc!
4. Finally, I like meat and no one is
going to keep me from taking a big bite
of this burger- mrnm good!
Sincerely,
Robin Parks

Gown
- Information

Cap ~' and

Students-receiving Masters' and Bachelors' degrees may
purchase their caps and gowns at the UMR Bookstore
anytime starting May 6, 1993 from 8:30am to 4:00pm.
Masters' and Bachelors' attire do not need to be ordered
in advance.
Cap and gown orders for faculty, staff, and PHD students
will have a deadline of April 1, 1993 and may be picked up
starting May 6, 1993.
We CAN NOT gurantee any delivery of cap and gown
orders placed after April 1, 1993. Late fees will be charged
after this date.
The UMR Bookstore will be open on Saturday, May 15th
from lOam to 4:30pm.
All rentals may be returned Saturday, May 15th at the
Jackling Field House or MUST be returned to the UMR
Bookstore Monday, May 17th by noon.
patients. Are they not in need? On the
job socializing and self-satisfaction
seems to be an important aspect of
medical staff everywhere, including
UMR Student Health.

. Eric Barnhill

P.S. Thankyou for that 33% attention
you did give me . By the way, canl get
my rees back?
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A Theta - Tau/Casino Night Sponsor

MULLALLY D1ST. CO., INC.
Hwy. 19 & 1·44 • Cuba, MO 65453 • (314) 685·3371

e

A Theta-Tau/Casino Night Sponsor

Voss Enterprises, Inc.
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTOR

May 15th

Fred Voss
31 4-364-3676

5th at the
the UMR

Thanks for your Contributions
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2500 Commerce· P.O. Box 745
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Thanks for your Contributions
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MITSUB IS HI.

KEVIN JOHNSON
General Manager

Hwy. 63 South
Rolla. 1.10 65401
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Solutions

PAR SCORE 130-140

JUDD'S TOTAL

195

.::~=-""'=="!.::_=:.:""'=_::::.w::..:Co="..::_=-:""""'~"':::"='.'=
"'.;;.:"""'="-'-,-S",-CRA-,-,B",-B'",,',_ _ _1

PAR SCORE 155-115

JU~~'S

TOTAL

Campus

from pageS

Management personneL This society
welcomes many other disciplines such
as Metallurgical and Chemical Engineers as well~ Most disciplines of
engineering are involved in some sort
of Manufacruring Process and could
benefit from an organization such as
ours. A list of upcoming General

Meetings is included, an.d our student
chapter welcomes all disciplines inter_
ested in becoming involved,
Meetings are held in Room 201,
Engineering Mgt. at 7:30 p.m. The
next two meetings are on 'f.uesday,
March 23rd and Tuesday Apn"l 27th,

Three ways
.to'beat · ,
the high cost
of-college.
1. The Montgomery

GI Bill

2. Student loan
, ~epayment

3. Part-time
Income
,
The Anny Reserve Alternate Training Program is a smart way to pay
for college.
rlTSt, if you qualify, the Montgomery GI Bill can provide you with up
to $5,040 forcurrentcoUege expenses or approved Vo/Tech Training.
Second, if you have-or obtain-a qualified student loan not in ~efault,
you can get it paid off at the rate of 15%per year or $500, whichever IS
greater, up to a maximum of$10,OOO. Selected military skills can double
that maximum.
Third, you can earn part-time money in college, and here's how it
works: One summer, you take Basic Training, and the next summer, y~u
receive skill training at an Anny school. You11 earn over $1 ,400 for BaSIC
and even more for skill training. Then you11 attend monthly meetings at an
Anny Reserve unit near your college, usually one weekend a month plus
two weeks a year. You 11 be paid over $95 a weekend to start. It's worth
thinking about Give us a call:

364-4551
BEALL YOU CAM BE.~

ARMY RESERVE

•
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UMR
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